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S U M M A R Y
Observations of barred spiral galaxies at optical and 21 cm 
wavelengths reveal a variety of structures of the nuclear region, bar, 
ring and spiral arms: in particular the nucleus of the bar shows a
complicated HI density and velocity distribution. This research work 
is an attempt to interpret these observations by computer simulation 
of the gas clouds. I use test particles to represent individual gas 
clouds and a cooling scheme to model the heating and cooling of these 
clouds.
The more significant results include the identification of the 
'ring' picture seen in external galaxies, and an explanation of its 
stability in terms of periodic orbits of individual test particles.
The nuclear region of the bar consists of large clumps of particles 
some of which show distinctive motions. There is a rapid variation in 
general appearance in a short period of time. This could account for 
the wide variety of nucleii seen in barred galaxies: some comparisons
with my results are shown.
The fastest bar rotator examined is seen to develop large 
scale 1eddys1 on either side of the bar. This type of feature has 
never been observed - the rotation rate therefore appears to be in­
feasible .
Periodic orbits were calculated in the case of the two slower 
rotators and some novel high resonance orbits found.
11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Barred Spiral Galaxies
1.1.1 The Structure of Barred Spiral Galaxies
Figure 1 shows a cross section through the revised Hubble class­
ification of galaxies, at stage Sb; we see the ordinary SA (non-barred 
spirals), the transition SAB systems and the barred SB galaxies: these 
barred galaxies are the subject of this thesis.
The three most obvious structural features of barred spiral 
galaxies at optical wavelengths are the bar, the ring, and the spiral 
arms. The differing importance of these features from one galaxy to 
another defines the different families (SA, SB, SAB), varieties (r, rs, s) 
and stages (a, ... m).
The pure SB(s) systems have no ring: their spiral arms start
from the ends of the bar. The ringed SB(r) galaxies exhibit a more or 
less closed ring around the bar, and the spiral arms begin tangentially 
to this ring. The transition SB(rs) systems show a part ring, as seen 
in Figure 1.
Underlying the visible bar/ring/spiral arm structure is an
extended roughly axisymmetric disk. Surface photometry of barred spiral
galaxies reviewed by Freeman (1970) shows that their disk contributes
85%-90% of the total light and that their diameter at the 27.0 B
- 2magnitudes arc sec is 3-10 times the bar length. The basic under­
lying structure of a barred spiral galaxy is then a relatively small 
bar immersed in a larger approximately axisymmetric disk.
As for most spiral galaxies, the gas content of SB systems rarely 
exceeds 10% by mass (Roberts 1969). This means that most of the mass
of the bar and of the disk is stellar.
21.1.2 Some Statistics on Barred Spiral Galaxies
The frequency of occurrence of barred spirals amongst the popula­
tion of spiral galaxies has been discussed by de Vaucouleurs (1963). In 
a survey of 994 spiral galaxies, he found the SA type comprised 31%,
SAB 28%, SB 37%, S 4%, so about 65% of this sample show a bar structure. 
Of the 366 SB types classified by de Vaucouleurs, the SB(s) systems 
comprise 49%, SB(r) 21%, SB(rs) 26% and SB 4%; i.e. of type SB 
approximately 50% show evidence of a ring formation.
1.1.3 Internal Motions Observed at Optical Wavlengths
Spectroscopic observations of most non-Magellanic barred spirals 
give velocity fields mainly in the nuclear regions. In a series of 
publications from 1960 to 1962, Burbidge et al. examined the barred 
spirals NGC 1097, 1365 (1960a), NGC 7479 (1960b), NGC 3505 (1960c),
NGC 1365 (1962a), NGC 5383 (1962b). NGC 613 has been observed by 
Burbidge et al. (1964) and NGC 925 by Burbidge, Burbidge and Rubin 
(1964).
More recently Cheriguene (1974) has observed velocity fields in 
the nuclear and inner regions of the bar of several barred spirals.
The common feature of all these observations is the non-circular 
motions observed in the nuclear and inner bar regions. At present there 
is no good theoretical model with which to interpret these results.
1.1.4 Observations at 21 cm
Hoglund and Roberts (1965) measured neutral hydrogen distribution 
and radial velocity field in NGC 925. More recently Allen et al. (1973)
and Sancisi (unpublished) have measured the neutral hydrogen velocity 
and density fields of NGC 5383 with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio 
Telescope (WSRT). The density field is shown in Figure 2, the velocity
field in Figure 3.
3Once again there is a lack of a suitable theoretical model which 
could be used to understand these observations. It is expected that the 
WSRT will be used in the near future to map the corresponding fields in 
other galaxies, and thus any attempt to explain these observations will 
need a model to cover adequately the different morphological types.
These brief summaries of the optical and 21 cm studies of the 
internal motions in non-magellanic barred spirals constitute the 
background against which this research program was based. The specific 
aim of my work can now be stated.
1.2 The Aim of This Program
The aim of this work is to provide simple theoretical models 
which could be used to
(a) explain the origin of the structure of HI as observed 
in SB galaxies;
(b) interpret the non-circular motions observed at optical 
wavelengths in the inner parts of SB galaxies, and
(c) predict velocity and density fields for comparison with 
WSRT data at 21 cm.
To achieve this aim I have attempted to simulate the motions of 
interstellar gas in a barred galaxy by an N-body procedure, using test 
particles in an appropriate potential field. I have also included a 
scheme to represent the cooling process of the gas.
It should be recognised that this method represents a compromise 
between computational time and complexity, accuracy of representation 
of interstellar gas, and the directness with which the theoretical
results can be interpreted. Some of these points require elaboration.
41.2.1 The Method
Ordinary gas flows are not suitable for modelling by test particle
schemes because the mean free time for particle-particle encounters is
usually very much less than the characteristic dynamical time. However
for the interstellar gas the usual model is a gas of gas clouds.
Typical parameters (see §3.5.3) adopted for these clouds in the solar
-5 -3neighbourhood are: cloud radius ~4 pc, number density ~8xl0 pc ,
and rms velocity ~9 km/sec. The associated characteristic mean free
1 1  8 time is then ~ -—  to --- of the dynamical time of ~10 years.
In using test particles to represent these interstellar clouds, 
it is necessary to incorporate some scheme to represent the energy balance 
of this system of clouds. Energy is lost from the system by inelastic 
cloud-cloud encounters which heat the individual clouds, and these in 
turn can lose energy by radiation. Energy is gained through supernova 
events and ultraviolet radiation from hot stars within the gas, and by 
heating from cosmic rays coming from within and outside the system.
The self gravity of the clouds is ignored in this work.
A particularly useful aspect of the test particle approach is the 
direct way that observed structures can be interpreted in terms of 
properties of individual particle orbits.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Theoretical work on the dynamics of barred spiral galaxies has 
been reported by de Vaucouleurs and Freeman (1973) (hereafter referred 
to as dVF) and much of this section follows their discussion.
52 .1  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  an d  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  P o t e n t i a l
I n  § 1 . 1 . 1  I  r e c a l l e d  t h a t  SB g a l a x i e s  h a v e  a  r e l a t i v e l y  s m a l l
b a r  im m e rsed  i n  a  l a r g e r  a x i s y m m e t r i c  d i s k .  The b a c k g r o u n d  p o t e n t i a l  
f i e l d  f o r  an  SB g a l a x y  c a n  t h e n  b e  r e p r e s e n t e d  a s  t h e  sum o f  two p a r t s :  
t h a t  d u e  t o  t h e  e x t e n d e d  d i s k  and  t h a t  due  t o  t h e  b a r .  T h e s e  we now 
c o n s i d e r  i n  t u r n .  The c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  i s  a  r e c t a n g u l a r  c a r t e s i a n  
s y s t e m  w i t h  t h e  Z - a x i s  n o rm a l  t o  t h e  d i s k .
2 .1 .1  P o te n t ia l  F ie ld  o f  the  Disk
F o l l o w i n g  dVF, t h e  p o t e n t i a l  f i e l d  o f  t h e  d i s k  i s  r e p r e s e n t e d  by  
t h e  s i m p le  b u t  r e a l i s t i c  p o t e n t i a l  ( t h e  ' i s o c h r o n e '  p o t e n t i a l )
2 .1 .2  P o te n t ia l  F ie ld  o f  the Bar
The b a r  i s  r e p r e s e n t e d  by  a  h e t e r o g e n e o u s  p r o l a t e  s p h e r o i d  w i t h  
d e n s i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n
p = p 0 ( l  -  m2 ) 2 f o r  m > 1
$D = GMd / ( K  + / k 2 + R2 )
w h e re G = g r a v i t a t i o n a l  c o n s t a n t
= m ass  o f  d i s c
R = d i s t a n c e  fro m  c e n t r e  = / x 2 + y 2
K = l e n g t h  s c a l e  f o r  d i s c .
=  0 f o r  m £ 1
w h e re
a  = s e m i - m a j o r  a x i s
c = s e m i - m i n o r  a x i s
a  > c
6This bar model' is chosen because it is fairly realistic and its potential
can be calculated in closed form: see Perek (1962) .
Define
(a) c 2 _ 2 2 £ = a - c
(b) The functions ijj(x,y) by
y2tan2i[i(x,y) + x2 sin2i|;(x,y) = £2 m > 1
ccos \Jj(x,y) = —  m £ 1
(c) The functions
r'P 2 7— 1 2t —  i
Wlk^  = 2 1 tan 0 sin 0 d0
•X)
It is convenient to work in dimensionless variables x,y
defined by x = x£
2.1.3
y = y£
The potential of the bar can then be written
* TTGpoac2 (l ~ 2= E W 10 - (y W 20 + x Wn)
+ (y4w 30 + 2y2x2w2i + x4w i2)
- ^ -(y6w40 + 3y4x2w 31 + 3y2x4w 22 + x 6w i 3)|
TTGpoac2 £ 
e B
The total potential due to the disk and prolate spheroid is then
$ = $ + $D B
The Rotating Frame
Particle motions are referred to the rotating frame of the bar
because potential is then time-independent. The equations of motion for 
a test particle in the (x,y) plane are
7X + 2«y = ^ ( 4 >d + 4>b) + !^2x - a3x ('t'1)
y - - £<*D + V + n2y = IA1
where $ = $ + $ + % ft2R2 includes the 'centrifugal potential'. ti is1 D B
the angular velocity of the bar = -^z). All subsequent calculations 
and diagrams are referred to this rotating frame.
2.1.4 Dimensionless Variables
As mentioned in §2.1.2, it is convenient to use dimensionless 
variables for the calculations. The independent dimensionless variables 
(x,y,t) are defined by
x = x£
y = ye
= ft
The potentials of the disk and bar can be written in dimension­
less form as
$ = $ + $ + h R2 Rz = x1 D B
where - pft2£2iD
and $ = B Qft2 £ 2 $* B
GMD
P “ ft2£2K 
105 GM 
2 = 32 ft2£ 3
where P and Q are dimensionless numbers.
The description of the potential field is then complete if two 
more dimensionless numbers are defined. These are
— (the ratio of length scales of disk to bar)
£
and — (the axial ratio of the bar)c
8All subsequent calculations are in this dimensionless system 
and the tilde is suppressed.
2.1.5 Properties of the Potential Field
The properties of the total potential $1 in the (x,y) plane are 
now considered further. Figure 4 (from dVF) shows the general features 
for the system P = 0, Q = 27.3. With the convention
force = +V$i ,
the origin is a peak of the potential . The potential then 
decreases along both X and Y axes. Moving away from the origin in the 
(+y) direction (along the minor axis of the bar), a neutral point N5 is 
reached after which the potential increases. This neutral point may be 
stable or unstable depending on the dimensionless numbers for the 
system. If the point is stable, a test particle displaced slightly 
would return to the neutral point. Close enough to N,., the force fieldD
may be written
V$i = [A(x - x ), B(y - y )]n 5 n 5
where 92$ i9x2
B
Then the equation of motion of the test particle would be
x + 2y = Ax 
y - 2x = By
ioJtBy considering solutions of these equations of the form e , the condi­
tions for stability in terms of A and B can be determined. In particular, 
the neutral point is always unstable if AB < 0. If N 5 is stable, it may
9act as the centre of a local potential hill around which test particles 
could orbit. We will see later that N5 serves to indicate the maximum 
extent of another type of orbit which encircles the bar. Orbits are 
discussed further in §2.2.2.
Along the X-axis, a neutral point N2 is located slightly further 
from the origin than N5. The equipotentials cross at N2 , and so it is 
always unstable.
The position of the neutral points depends on the values of the 
four dimensionless numbers; in particular, it is closer to the origin 
for smaller values of Q, which correspond to larger values of the 
angular velocity of the bar. This point is examined further in the next 
section.
2.1.6 Estimation of Values of the Dimensionless Numbers
dVF give two examples of the procedure for estimating values for 
the dimensionless numbers. The method is based mainly on surface 
photometry of barred galaxies, but a vital parameter is the angular 
velocity of the bar. As yet there is too little observational data to 
give a reliable value for ft: in particular it is known that non­
circular motions in the bar will upset any observational estimate of ft.
£ a pIn summary then, — , — , and — can be estimated directly from 
surface photometry. The Q value comes from surface photometry and guess­
work guided by the little data available. Representative values of 
these parameters are
—  = 1, —  - 2 , “ = 5 and 1 £ Q £ 20K c Q
(A Q value ~1 represents the break-up angular velocity of the bar.)
Of these it is Q which principally determines the qualitative nature of 
the motion of the test particles and I have chosen three values of Q 
for detailed study. The rationale behind this choice requires some
elaboration.
10
2.1.7 Location of Neutral Points
Using the first three dimensionless quantities as defined in
§2.1.6 above I calculated the location of the N5 and N2 neutral points
(at (0,y ) and (x ,0)) as a function of Q; this appears in Figure 5. It N N
can be seen that the slower the rotation rate, i.e. the higher the Q
value (Q ^ -^ y) , the smaller the difference between x^ and y^ , as would
be expected. As the rotation rate increases, x and y both decrease.
I thought it would be useful to examine very fast, medium and
slow rotators and chose Q values of 1.4, 5.0, 8.0 respectively. As
seen in Figure 5, these correspond to y values of 0.84, 1.59, 1.98.N
The Q = 1.4 case is of special interest, because N5 is so close to the
end of the bar, i.e. the bar is on the point of breaking up dynamically.
The Q = 8.0 value was chosen for the slowly rotating model, because
it will be interesting to compare the results from this model with those
from dVF: they used a very slowly rotating bar with no accompanying
disk, and y =2.0.N
2.2 Previous Theoretical Results
2.2.1 Equations of Motion
From §2.1.3, the equations of motion of a test particle as seen 
by an observer in the rotating frame of the bar are
3$d 9$b
5 + 2*= p + 2 3^ r+ x
34> 3$
y - 2i = p 3T + Q 3F- + y
These equations admit an integral - Hamiltonian, or Jacobi Integral
j = $1 - ij(u2 + v 2)
$i = $d + $ + + y2) defined in §2.1.4where
11
and u = x 
v = y
2.2.2 Periodic Orbits
As mentioned in §2.1.7, dVF used a system with P = 0, Q = 27.3
(y = 2.0). For this system they found families of periodic orbits N 5
which they termed 'A', 'B' and 'C' class, and some representative 'A' and 'C' 
class orbits appear in Figures 6 and 7. Each of these orbits can be 
uniquely defined by specifying precise values of x,y,u and v at a single 
point on the orbit. dVF were studying periodic orbits symmetrical about 
OY, and specifying these orbits by values of (yo,J) at x = 0, v = 0 and 
u > 0; the u value being determined from the definition of J.
2.2.3 Stability of Periodic Orbits
The stability to small perturbations of a periodic orbit defined 
by (yo/J) values at x = 0, v = 0 and u > 0 can be determined by consider­
ing another close orbit with the same J value starting at y0 + Ay0, again 
with v = 0, u > 0, where Ayo/yo <<c 1. The (yo/J) orbit will follow its 
path and return to its starting point. The (yo + Ay0,J) orbit after 
about one period has v = 0, u > 0 at same point x = Axi, y = yo + Ayi, 
say. Then the index of stability a(yofJ) is
a(y0,J) AyiAyo
The periodic orbit (y0,J) is stable to small perturbations if 
I a I < 1  and unstable if |a| >1. The derivation of this result can be 
found in Whittaker (1964).
dVF discuss the stability to finite amplitude perturbations of 
periodic orbits, and use a surface of section method to show how there
exists (for their system) a broad annulus about the bar in which particles
12
are trapped. They discuss the significance of this trapping in relation 
to observations of rings in barred galaxies.
As noted in §1.2, my work is concerned with the movement of many 
particles in a suitable gravitational field, and an examination of the 
gross patterns which result. However to interpret these patterns, it is 
important to have some knowledge of the existence or otherwise of 
periodic orbits in the system under examination. Therefore I examined 
the systems Q = 8.0, 5.0, 1.4 for 'C class orbits and, as a guide, 
determined their stability for the Q = 8.0 system. Knowing the regions 
on the (y0,J) plane where these periodic orbits exist is of consider­
able help in understanding the results from the N-body integration.
As will be seen later, a considerable rearrangement of particles 
occurs during the integrations, and thus the distribution of particles 
over J also demonstrates a marked evolution. At time intervals corres­
ponding to one half a revolution of the bar, I constructed histograms of 
the distribution of particles over J: as we will see, the properties of
these histograms reflect clearly the properties of the periodic orbits 
in the model potential.
3. TECHNICAL DETAILS 
3.1 General Comments
It is appropriate now to amplify the aims as stated in §1.2 in 
the light of the discussion of the theory given by dVF.
To model the interstellar gas in a galaxy, I have used an N-body 
procedure consisting of approximately 3,500 test particles moving in 
ehe combined potential field of a rotating prolate spheroid plus an 
axisymmetric disk. All the calculations are performed in a reference 
frame rotating with the bar. Because gas is being simulated, it is
13
necessary to introduce some procedure which simulates the cooling of this 
gas of gas clouds. Individual clouds have been heated primarily by 
inelastic collisions and cooled by loss of energy through radiation, as 
explained in §1.2.1. After cooling the random motions of the gas clouds 
are reduced.
Initially the particles are set up in an axisymmetric potential 
field (produced by the disk plus an oblate spheroid with the same mass 
as the bar: see §3.3) in circular orbits, and then the bar and disk
potential introduced. It would be expected that they settle down into 
what is hopefully a steady state system. We shall see how transient 
structures nearer the bar are phase damped out and some long lived 
structures are produced.
Three values of Q corresponding to three different rotation rates 
of the bar were examined. For Q values of 8.0 and 5.0, the particles 
were followed for the equivalent of three revolutions of the bar, and for 
the Q = 1.4 case, six revolutions of the bar. To assist in the inter­
pretation of this output, the existence of C class orbits was established 
for the Q values of 5.0 and 8.0, their non-existence established for 
Q = 1.4, and detailed stability calculations were done for the 8.0 case.
Various integration procedures for the N-body calculations were 
tested, it was important to get a suitable balance between accuracy of 
integration and computing time. Conservation of angular momentum by 
the adopted cooling scheme was then examined carefully, because spurious 
changes of the total angular momentum for the system of particles would 
obviously produce misleading results.
The procedures used to carry out these tasks are now examined
in some detail.
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3.2 Computing Requirements
The computer used was the UNIVAC 1108 at The Australian National 
University.
Each test particle has four associated variables: x,y,u and v.
All particles were given equal mass, so four computer words were 
required for each of the 3,500 particles.
The dimensionless length of the semi-major axis of the bar was 
1.02. Because we were interested in the structure and flow field 
induced by the bar, the area |x| < 4.0, jy| <4.0 was studied; i.e. 
approximately 8 bar semi-lengths in each direction. Potential and X- 
and Y-force arrays were set up to cover one quadrant with a grid spacing 
of 0.1 dimensionless units in each direction. Values of potential and 
force in other quadrants were determined from these arrays by simple 
multipliers. Values between grid points were determined by linear 
interpolation; quadratic interpolation was tested but gave insignificantly 
different results.
3.3 Initial Conditions
As the force and potential in one half-plane differed from that 
in the other by at most a sign change, there was no point in following 
the motion of particles whose initial positions and velocities differed 
by only the signs, e.g. in following both a particle with initial values 
(xo, yo, uo, vo) and one with(-xo, -yo/ -uo, -vo). Therefore the 
initial positions were restricted to the upper half plane; however the 
pictures seen later show the location (x,y) of each particle and also 
its counterpart at (-x, -y).
The test particles were initially placed with uniform density in 
the annulus 0.1 < R < 1.35 in the upper half plane. The initial
15
distribution can be seen in Figure 8. To determine the initial velocity 
distributions, it was desirable to circulate the particles in an axi- 
symmetric potential field produced by the disk and an axisymmetrically 
distributed mass equal to that of the prolate spheroid. In this way, 
particularly at larger distances from the bar centre, the initial velocit­
ies would approximate those corresponding to steady state conditions in 
the non-axisymmetric field. Thus perturbations from the initial dis­
tributions would be expected to be at a minimum. However, near the bar 
centre, the differences in potential between the axi- and non-axisymmetric 
mass distributions are the greatest, and hence would be expected to 
produce the greatest disruptions from the initial conditions. The 
integrations were continued long enough for these transients in the 
inner parts to mix out.
A point mass was obviously undesirable because of its singular 
properties; the initial mass distribution chosen was an oblate spheroid 
with its axes in X and Y directions equal to /ac (a = semi-major 
axis of prolate, c = semi-minor axis of prolate). Each particle was 
then given the appropriate gravitational circular velocity in the same 
sense as the rotation of the bar, i.e. initially
u = V sin 0 - y 
v = -V cos 0 + x
where t = ^  %  + V>' r2 = x2 + y2
tan 0 = ^
ancj $ is the potential of the axisymmetric bodyB
The oblate spheroid was then replaced by the prolate spheroid and
the integration begun.
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3.4 Integration of the Equations of Motion
The equations of §2.2.1 were integrated by a Runge Kutta fourth 
order process with a Gill corrector, supplied on the UNIVAC 1108 sub­
routine library. A test particle was used to determine accuracy and 
computing time requirements. Some trials used explicit force calcula­
tion at each step and these were compared with those where the force 
was derived by interpolation from the force arrays. The test particle 
completed about 4^ orbits and the different results for different 
initial conditions noted.
In summary, typical results were
(a) explicit force calculation, initial time step 0.01,
-5final error in J ~ 0(10 ), computing time 11.7 secs;
(b) interpolated force calculation, initial time step 0.01,
-4final error in J ~ 0(10 ), computing time 6.2 secs;
(c) interpolated force calculation, initial time step 0.04,
-4final error in J ~ 0(10 ), computing time 3.0 secs.
The conditions of (c) were entirely adequate for my purposes.
The total computing time for 3,500 particles for three revolutions of the 
bar was about 80 minutes. Each of the basic variables x,y,u,v appearing 
in the equations was given a weight, in this case 0.25, and the sum of 
the weighted errors at each integration step compared with a bound, in 
this case 0.1. This comparison was the basis for a decision within the 
subroutine to either halve or double the time step. For the periodic 
orbit calculations, a higher degree of accuracy was required and details 
appear in §3.7.
Before commencing a detailed discussion on the calculations of 
periodic orbits, I show in the next section how the cooling process was 
modelled, and how the various parameters relating to the cooling were
estimated.
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3.5 The Cooling Process
3.5.1 The Energy Balance
In §1.2.1 I stated that the test particles could be thought of as 
representing individual regions of higher density gas, i.e. individual 
gas clouds. The gaseous component of the galaxy is pictured as a gas of 
gas clouds, and the thermal energy (or temperature) of this gas is 
associated with the random motion of these clouds. The clouds interact 
through inelastic encounters, on a timescale which is much shorter than 
the life of the galaxy. The effect of these inelastic encounters is to 
cool the gas of gas clouds, i.e. to transform the thermal energy into 
radiation which is then lost from the system. The inelastic encounters 
heat the individual clouds which can then cool radiatively, again on a 
short timescale. To keep the temperature of the gas of gas clouds at a 
steady level, some energy input is obviously required. This is not 
clearly understood, but may be associated with cosmic ray heating, 
heating by supernovae, or heating through star formation. We attempt 
to simulate this energy balance in a simple and hopefully realistic way 
in the N-body integrations. The essential points to be modelled in 
the simulation are (i) the reduction of the random motions of gas clouds 
through their inelastic collisions, and (ii) that these collisions 
cannot reduce the random motions below some minimum value set by the 
energy balance processes.
3.5.2 Simulation of the Energy Balance
The simulation of encounters of the gas clouds comes about quite 
naturally when following the motions of the individual test particles.
In a real system, the collision of gas clouds will act to change their 
mean kinematic properties when a significant number of these clouds in
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a small region of space are moving with large relative velocities. This 
can be simulated by reducing the random velocities of test particles in 
regions of the (X,Y) plane where the velocity dispersion at any given 
time is large. In order to find these regions,the (X,Y) plane was 
divided into cells; the procedure for determining cell size is given 
in §3.5.3. The mean motion and the standard deviation about this mean 
motion, in both X and Y directions,were calculated for each cell during 
the integration at time intevals which are representative of the 
estimated cloud-cloud encounter time in a real galaxy (see next section). 
Each velocity component was then examined in turn. If the standard 
deviation of the velocity component was greater than some value Go (0.2), 
every test particle in that cell had the difference between that 
particular component of velocity and the mean, reduced by a factor 2.
This corresponds to inelastic collisions occurring between the gas clouds 
as described earlier. If the standard deviation was less than G0/ no 
adjustments were made: this represents the concept that the energy input
into the gas of gas clouds keeps their random velocities above some 
minimum level. The arrangement of cells on the (X,Y) plane can be seen 
in any of the velocity diagrams, for example Figure 19. The size of the 
cells in the radial direction was 0.1 and the angular width chosen to 
make them approximately 'square'.
In the next section I discuss the frequency of encounters and 
hence the cooling times used in the calculation.
3.5.3 Selection of Cell Size and Cooling Time
The representative cell size was taken as 0.1 dimensionless units; 
the representative cooling time as one-tenth of the period of revolution
of the bar. These values were arrived at as follows.
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Consider the large scale gas cloud system consisting of N local­
ized gas clouds per unit volume. If a small cloud has a characteristic
2 2radius a, cross-sectional area tt a , it will sweep out a volume tt a V 
in unit time, if moving at speed V. It will therefore encounter tt a VN 
other clouds in unit time. Hence the mean time between encounters, T, 
is given by
T ~ 7Ta2VN
Inserting representative values for the galaxy from Clark et at.
(1962) and van de Hulst et at. (1954)
\
a = 4 pc
-5 -3N = 8x10 pc
Rms line of sight velocity =9 km/sec
7gives T ~ 1.6x10 years.
The desirable cell size would represent the distance in which 
encounters between clouds are likely to occur. This distance can be 
approximated by the mean free path. Cell sizes larger than this would 
represent a distance in which several encounters could occur; cell sizes 
smaller than this represent distances in which few encounters would be 
likely to occur. The mean free path of a cloud, i.e. the cell size, is 
given by
velocity x T ~ 150 pc.
If the semi-major axis of a typical barred spiral is 2 kpc, the 
ratio of cell size to semi-major axis is then
150 taken as 0.1 .2x10d
i.e. there are 10 cells along the semi-major axis.
The rotation time of a representative bar with a linear velocity 
of the end of the bar of 100 km/sec and semi-major axis 2 kpc, is about 
1.2xl08 years.
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The time taken by the cloud to transverse a cell, i.e. the 
representative cooling time of the system is 1.6xl07 years, or as a 
fraction of revolution of the bar 1.6xl07/l.2xl08 years taken as 0.1 
of a revolution of the bar.
3.5.4 Conservation of Angular Momentum
While the cooling process obviously produces significant changes 
in the kinetic energy of the point masses, it is clearly important that 
the cooling process does not introduce any spurious changes in their 
total angular momentum. Obviously I could not test angular momentum 
conservation in the asymmetric potential field because of the torque of 
the bar on the system of particles; therefore I carried out the test in 
the field of the disk alone. At t = 0, the particles were given azimuthal 
velocities half of those required to sustain circular orbits in the 
potential field. This was done to ensure the system of particles was 
far from equilibrium and that strong mixing and cooling occurred.
After a time equivalent to three revolutions of the bar, the total 
angular momentum had changed by only 0.33%. Within this figure, the 
largest single change in angular momentum occurred after about one 
revolution, the angular momentum changing by 0.21%, with 60.5% of all 
particles being involved in the cooling. Therefore it appears that the 
cooling process does not induce significant spurious changes in the 
total angular momentum.
3.6 The Nuclear Region
As mentioned earlier, two systems were run for the equivalent of 
three revolutions of the bar, and one for six revolutions of the bar.
In order to study the detailed motion in the nuclear region a
more thorough analysis was undertaken of the motions of test particles
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immediately after three revolutions. For the following one-tenth of a 
revolution (a time interval of 0.628), a plot was made of all particle 
positions and corresponding mean velocities in cells at time intervals 
of 0.125, giving five plots in all. It was considered necessary to 
examine the system at this frequency since the particle positions change 
rapidly in the nuclear region. (In a typical case, see §4, the orbital 
period of particles near the nucleus is about one-fifth of the period of 
revolution of the bar.) The cell size was reduced from 0.1 to 0.04 to 
allow for more detailed examination.
3.7 Periodic Orbits
In §2.2 I stated that the knowledge of periodic orbits and their 
stability was very useful in helping to explain the structures which 
develop in the N-body procedures. This requires the actual orbits to be 
determined with a high degree of precision. For the Q = 8.0 case, the 
orbit calculations were performed in double precision and an initial 
time step of 0.001 and error bound 0.00001 (referred to in §3.4) were 
used. This was to ensure the stability calculations could be carried 
out with the necessary precision. (These particular initial conditions 
resulted in a vast overkill of the accuracy problem.)
For the Q = 5.0 case, I used single precision with an initial 
time step of 0.01 and error bound of 0.1; stability calculations were 
not done.
The general procedure I used to determine a periodic orbit was to 
start the test particle at (0,yo) with v = 0, u > 0, and follow the 
orbit until it crossed the X-axis. The value of u at y = 0 was 
determined by interpolation, and' the initial J (and hence u) value was 
adjusted until u at y = 0 was smaller in magnitude than some specified
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-8 -4limit, 10 for the Q = 8.0 case, and 10 for the Q = 5.0 case. The 
orbit was then clearly defined by a point on the (yo,J) plane, and the 
particle allowed to complete one orbit. The stability calculation could 
then be performed as explained in §2.2.3.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Results for Q = 8,0
This section details the results of the N-body and periodic orbit 
calculations, and the evolution of the distribution of particles over J, 
for Q = 8.0. This Q value represents the slowest rotator considered, 
with the Y neutral point situated near 2.0.
4.1.1 Periodic Orbits
The search for 'C* class periodic orbits (see Figure 7) was 
carried out with extreme accuracy as indicated in §3.7. The first two 
columns of Table 1 give (y0/J) values which define periodic orbits.
These values are plotted in Figure 9.
As mentioned in §3.7, symmetric periodic orbits are defined by 
values of yo and J with x = 0, v = 0, u > 0. Figure 9 shows the (yo, J) 
plane and the Zero Velocity Curve (ZVC). The ZVC gives the yo value (for 
a particular J), at which a test particle would be stationary in the 
rotating frame. The ZVC thus acts as an envelope in the (yo,J) plane 
limiting the extent of the 'C  class periodic orbits around the bar.
The third column of Table 1 gives the u value at the first cross­
ing of the X-axis. As mentioned in §2.2.2, the stability calculation 
involved commencing the particle at (yo + 0.01, J) in place of (yo#J)/ 
executing a complete orbit, and noting where v = 0, u > 0 in the 
vicinity of the starting point (yo + 0.01, J). Columns 4 and 5 of 
Table 1 give the corresponding Y and X values (Yi,xi) of this turning
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point. Column 6 gives the stability index which is plotted as a func­
tion of yo in Figure 10.
Column 7 of Table 1 gives the axial ratio |x'|^|y'| of the orbit, 
where |x * | is the X-axis intercept and |y' | the Y-axis intercept, and 
column 8, the stability (S) or instability (U) of the orbit. The axial 
ratio is of interest as it apparently has a relationship with orbit 
stability. As yo increases from 0.50 to 0.87, the axial ratio steadily 
decreases, no obvious change in the axial ratio being observed as the 
region of unstable orbits is entered at yo = 0.73. However at yo =0.9, 
the axial ratio commences to increase, coinciding with the range of 
stable orbits from 0.9 upwards. The reason for this apparent relation­
ship between axial ratio and orbit stability is not clear.
During the search for 'C  class orbits, I found periodic orbits 
corresponding to relatively high resonances. Figure 11 shows a member 
of a 12 cusped family and Figure 12 a member of the 6 cusped family.
The general position of these multicusped families can be seen in Figure 
9.
For each family, there is a gradation in shape, with closed 
cusps appearing at smaller yo values, decreasing in size and evolving 
into turning points in the orbit as yo increases. Below the line of 
simple periodic orbits in Figure 9, the multicusped orbit crosses OY 
midway between the two cusps. Above the line of simple periodic orbits, 
the orbit crosses OY at a turning point.
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4.1.2 N-body Structure
The results of the N-body calculations appear in Figures 13-18.
The corresponding velocity diagrams were computed in each case, but all 
the essential features occur in Figure 19, the velocity diagram corres­
ponding to Figure 18.
Each of the pictures in Figures 13-18 shows the location of a 
test particle at (x,y) together with its image at (-x,-y). The velocity 
diagram shows the mean velocity and number of test particles in each 
cell. The number of particles in a cell is represented by the size of 
the arrowhead, with cells containing less than a certain number repre­
sented by a minimum sized arrowhead. The confusion in the nuclear 
region is resolved in §4.1.3. In all cases, one revolution of the bar 
corresponds to 27T = 6.28 dimensionless time units. The appropriate 
time is shown on each figure.
The important features include:
(a) The extensive annulus of apparently stable orbits commencing 
near the end of the bar. The shape of this annulus will be compared 
with a similar feature in the Q = 5.0 case. An examination of periodic 
orbits from R = 1.0 to 1.6, shows no intersection of orbits and therefore 
negligible cooling occurs in this region.
(b) The extensive clumping occurring near the nuclear region.
(c) The region between the nucleus and the annulus which is sparsely 
populated and will be compared with a corresponding density in the
Q = 5.0 case.
4.1.3 Nuclear Region
The pictures of the nuclear region are shown in Figures 20-24 
with the corresponding velocity diagrams in Figures 25-29. For the 
series of velocity diagrams of the nuclear regions, the arrowhead has
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been given a constant size, thus enabling the important velocity dis­
tributions to be clearly seen. The scale of the velocity diagrams is 
approximately twice the scale of the pictures. Many clumps of particles 
are in evidence, however these do not appear to be following any clearly 
defined path. It is important to note the wide variation in appearance 
of the nuclear region from one picture to the next and that these 
differences have occurred in a time span of about one-fiftieth (777) of 
a revolution of the bar.
4.1.4 Distribution Over J
Figure 30 shows the evolution of the distribution of particles 
over J. Several features are of interest.
(a) The distribution of particles with J < 8.9, corresponding to
y > 1.0, does not change noticeably with time. This corresponds to the 
wide annulus from y = 1.0 to 1.4 in which negligible cooling is occurring.
(b) The depopulation of the region from J = 9.2 to about 20.0, 
corresponding to Figures 13-18 in which the region between the annulus 
and nuclear region which is effectively clear of particles.
(c) The population of the nuclear region around J = 20.2 corresponding
*
to the dense clumping seen in the nucleus in Figures 20-24. No differ­
entiation (within the resolution of Figure 30) can be seen correspond­
ing to the separate clumps in the nuclear region.
4.1.5 Summary of Results
The N-body integration gave rise to a wide annulus of stable 
orbits in near circular motion. No cooling was occurring within this 
annulus. The nuclear region consisted of clumps of particles apparently 
without systematic motion. The nuclear region is seen to assume a wide 
variety of shapes within a few integration steps. Periodic orbits were 
found to a high degree of accuracy; stability calculations were done,
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and the relationship between periodic orbits and overall particle posi­
tions established. Some interesting multicusped resonance orbits were 
found.
4.2 Results for Q = 5,0
This section details the results of the N-body and periodic orbit 
calculations, and the evolution of the distribution of particles are 
J for Q = 5.0. This Q value represents a bar rotation rate faster than 
the Q = 8.0 case, but slower than Q = 1.4; the Y neutral point is 
situated near y = 1.5.
4.2.1 Periodic Orbits
Table 2 shows the 'C class orbits as functions of yo and J.
Some members of the unstable multicusped resonance orbits are shown. 
Figure 31 shows the periodic orbits on the (yo/J) plane together with the 
ZVC. Some points regarding the periodic orbits can be made.
(a) There appears (in Figure 31) to be a steady sequence of simple 
approximately circular periodic orbits from (yo,J) values of (0.95,5.95) 
to around (0.5,6.2). For smaller J and yo values, say (0.4,5.0) the 
simple periodic orbits tend to ellipses and eventually form 2-cusped 
families.
(b) For y0 values above about 0.95, there exist simple periodic 
orbits as a continuation of those mentioned in (a) above. However gaps 
appear in this line where no simple periodic orbits can be found. Those 
gaps correspond to points where the lines of the different multicusped 
families cross the line of the simple periodic orbits.
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TABLE 2
PERIODIC ORBIT CALCULATIONS FOR Q = 5.0
Yo J u at y=0 Yo J u at y=0
Four-Cusped Family
1.2 5.765 -0.34x10"3 1.1 5.858 0.32x10"3
1.15 5.795 -0.25x10"5 0.95 5.866 0.53x10”6
1.10 5.828 -0.81xlO~6 0.9 5.848
0.95 5.939 0.42x10"5 0.85 5.823 -0.67x10"6
0.9 5.992 -0.13x10”3 0.8 5.791
0.85 6.058 -0.82x10”4 0.7 5.711
0.8 6.131 0.73x10"5
0.75 6.202 0.37xlO~5
0.704 6.25 0.87xlO-6
0.65 6.296 -0.72x10"5
0.6 6.294 -0.96xl0"6
0.542 6.25 -0.44xl0"5
0.505 6.2 0.10x10"4
0.436 6.1 0.18x10"5
Six-Cusped Family Eight-Cusped Family
1.2 5.778 0.74x10 3 1.2 5.752 -0.71x10"3
1.1 5.772 1.1 5.738 -0.51x10"3
1.0 5.696 -0.65x10"3
4.2.2 N-body Structure
The results of the N-body calculation appear in Figures 32-37 
with the velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 37 shown in Figure 38. 
Relevant features of the N-body calculations include:
(a) The extensive annulus of stable orbits formed from about R = 1.0 
outwards. This annulus is seen in Figure 37.
(b) The clumping occurring in the nuclear region.
(c) The region between the dense nuclear region and the annulus.
This area is obviously more highly populated than the corresponding area 
for Q = 8.0, and the explanation appears to lie with the shapes of the 
corresponding periodic orbits. A comparison of five periodic orbits with 
yo values of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 shows that each of these orbits 
for Q = 8.0 intersects twice as many of the remaining four as does the 
corresponding orbit for Q = 5.0. This is because the Q = 8.0 orbits are
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more elliptical as this Q value represents a slower rotation rate than 
does Q = 5.0. Thus the random motion in cells in this region between 
nuclear region and the annulus, will be greater, and the cooling scheme 
will more effectively remove kinetic energy from particles in this 
region.
(d) The particles at large distances from the bar, apparently in 'A' 
class orbits about the Y neutral point.
4.2.3 Nuclear Region
The pictures of the nuclear region are seen in Figures 39-43 
with the corresponding velocity information in Figures 44-48. Four 
separate coherent groups of particles are seen to have formed. The two 
groups farthest from the centre orbit about the centre in flat direct 
elliptical orbits with a period of one-fifth of the revolution of the bar. 
Their maximum distance from the centre is about 0.1, or approximately 
the semi-width of the prolate spheroid. The two inner groups orbit 
about the centre of the bar in much closer orbit paths and these groups 
apparently do not enjoy the same cohesiveness as do the outer groups.
The orbital period of the two outer groups happened to be so close 
to one-fifth of the bar's revolution time, that resonance was at first 
suspected. However qualitatively similar results were obtained with 
Q = 4.4 for which there is no such resonance; thus I concluded that no 
resonance was affecting the results.
4.2.4 Distribution Over J
Figure 49 shows the evolution of the distribution of particles 
over J. The development of the four groups in the nuclear region is 
quite prominent, the two smaller inner groups corresponding to J values 
12.6-12.7; the larger outer groups corresponding to J values around 12.0. 
The annulus from R =  1.0 to R =  1.3 is seen in the J range of 5.7 to 5.9.
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This part of the histogram is little changed with time, reflecting the 
fact that the orbits of the outer test particles are not drastically 
altered in the change from axisymmetry to asymmetry.
4.2.5 Summary of Results for Q = 5.0
A broad almost circular annulus of test particles formed in the 
region y = 0.95 to y = 1.25. This corresponds to the 'ring' referred to 
in the introductory section. This feature is clearly maintained up to 
three revolutions of the bar and is obviously evolving only very slowly. 
The nuclear regions developed into two pairs of grouped particles; a 
smaller inner pair, and a larger outer pair orbiting at one-fifth of 
the period of revolution of the bar.
4.3 Results for Q = 1.4
This section details the results of the N-body and periodic orbit 
calculations, and the evolution of the distribution of particles over 
J for Q = 1.4. This Q value represents the fastest rotating bar con­
sidered; it is about 4.5 times as fast as the Q = 8.0 case. The Y neutral 
point is situated at 0.84.
4.3.1 Periodic Orbits
A careful search for 'C  class orbits showed that these orbits 
do not exist for Q = 1.4. The results of the N-body procedures reflect 
the non-existence of these orbits and point only to stable 'A1 class 
orbits about the Y neutral points.
4.3.2 N-body Structures
The main features of the N-body calculations are:
(a) The large number of particles near the centre of the bar and
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(b) The two large eddy type features above and below the bars; the 
development of these can be seen in Figures 50-55. The velocity diagram 
corresponding to Figure 55 appears in Figure 56.
This case was followed for a total of six revolutions of the bar 
to see if the eddys assumed uniform densities. As is apparent from the 
pictures, little significant mixing has occurred up to six revolutions. 
The additional three revolutions of the bar appear in Figures 57-62.
4.3.3 Nuclear Regions
The pictures of the nuclear motion are seen in Figures 63-67; 
the corresponding velocity diagram in Figures 68-72. The important 
features of the nuclear region are:
(a) The movement of particles in upper and lower half planes consist­
ent with the circulation of the eddys in upper and lower half planes.
(b) The general appearance of clumps in the nuclear regions.
4.3.4 Distribution Over J
Figure 73 shows the evolution with time of the distribution of 
particles over J. The change of the number of particles with J values 
around 2.1 corresponds to the development of the eddy features. The 
increase in the number of particles about J = 3.5 corresponds to growth 
of the numbers in the nuclear region.
4.3.5 Summary of Results for Q = 1.4
Two eddys consisting of particles in 'A' class orbits appeared 
either side of the bar. The particles constituting these eddys showed 
little indication of mixing out up to six revolutions of the bar. The 
nuclear regions consisted of small scale dumpiness not unlike that 
observed in galaxies. It is interesting to note the wide variety of 
patterns that develop in the nuclear region and the rapid changes
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occurring in these patterns from one picture to the next. The direction 
of motion of particles in the nuclear region is essentially/ a continua­
tion of the eddy feature.
5. INTERPRETATION AND FUTURE WORK
Of the results reported here, perhaps the most significant is the 
identification of the annular region from about R = 1.0 to 1.3 in both 
the Q = 8.0 and 5.0 systems. The existence of this broad region has 
been explained in terms of periodic orbits, and is identifiable with 
the ring feature seen in the SB(r) galaxies seen in Figure 1.
The Q = 1.4 system gave rise to a dominant eddy feature consist­
ing of particles in 'A' class orbits about the neutral point on the Y 
axis. This type of feature has not, to date, been observed and the 
obvious conclusion is that Q = 1.4 represents a rotation rate for the 
bar which is physically infeasible. Remember that at this rotation 
rate, the bar is on the point of breaking-up and presumably some 
other type of feature results.
The high particle densities found in the nuclear region of the 
different test systems show patterns not unlike that seen in galaxies. 
For example, Figures 74 and 75 show NGC 1365 and the similarity between 
the nuclear region in Figure 75 and the pictures of the nuclear region 
in Figures 41 and 42 (Q = 5.0) is clearly seen. Figure 76 is NGC 613 
and here the dumpiness in the bar can be compared with that of 
Figures 63-67 (Q = 1.4). Figure 77 shows the nuclear region of NGC 1097 
which shows some resemblance to the nuclear region of the Q = 8.0 
system, in Figures 20-24. The overall appearance of the nuclear region 
as seen in the computed pictures changes rapidly in a small fraction 
of a revolution. This may explain the wide variety of nucleii seen in
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barred galaxies. If this is correct the nuclear structure of these 
galaxies changes rapidly with time and strong non-circular motions will 
be present. Already some evidence in this direction has been obtained 
by Burbidge et at. (1960-64) and Cheriguene (1974). In the Q = 5.0 case, 
the movement of the four clumps in the nuclear region was quite 
distinctive.
The velocity fields of any of the systems could be easily adjusted 
for inertial frame and orientation of galaxy with respect to our own 
for comparison purposes. This could become a profitable exercise as 
more WSRT data becomes available. If a southern hemisphere SRT became 
available, additional examples could be examined, as the southern hemi­
sphere contains the largest SB galaxies in the sky.
It was hoped that some clue might be forthcoming concerning 
the origin of the dust lanes seen in so many barred galaxies. However 
after a few revolutions, the bar away from the nucleus was not heavily 
populated, so no evidence regarding the existence of dust lanes was 
forthcoming.
The bar used in this work was of course unchanging with time. 
Future work could centre on using a self gravitating system of point 
masses to simulate the bar together with test particles to represent 
the gas. The self-gravitating point masses would not necessarily remain 
in their initial orientations and therefore different patterns would be 
induced into the test particles. As already mentioned, the very fast 
rotator represented by Q = 1.4 is not observed, so presumably the bar
assumes some other form at this rotation rate.
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- Cross section of the galaxy classifications
volume at stage Sb (de Vaucouleurs and Freeman 1973)
FIG. 1.
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FIG. 2. - HI distribution in NGC 5383 (Allen et at. 1973)
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FIG. 4. - Equipotentials of for the heterogeneous spheroid 
with Q = 27.3 (de Vaucouleurs and Freeman 1973)
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FIG, 7 - Examples of 'C  class orbits (de Vaucouleurs and 
Freeman 1973)
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FIG 9 The ( y o > J )  p l a n e  a n d  ZVC f o r  Q = 8 . 0
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- The stability index a, as a function 
of yo for O = 8.0
FIG. 10.
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FIG. 11. - An example of a high resonance orbit - 12 cusps, Q = 8.0
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- An example of a high resonance orbit - 6 cusps,
Q = 8.0.
FIG. 12.
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FIG. 13. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 3.14, Q = 8.0
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FIG. 14. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 6.28, 0 = 8.0
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- Results of N-body integrations, T = 9.37,
0 =  8.0
FIG. 15.
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FIG. 16. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 12.49, Q = 8.0
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FIG. 17. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 15.61, 0 = 8.0
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FIG. 18. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 18.75, 0 = 8.0
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- Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 18, 
T = 18.75, Q = 8.0
FIG. 19.
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FIG. 20. - Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus, 
T = 18.075, 0 = 0.0
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-  Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus, 
T = 19.000, Q = 8.0
FIG. 21.
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FIG. 22. - Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus, 
T = 19.125, 0 = 8.0
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FIG. 23. - Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus, 
T = 19.250, Q = 8.0
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FIG. 24. - Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus, 
T = 19.375, 0 = 8.0
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FIG. 25. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 20, T = 18.875
Q = 8.0
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FIG. 26. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 21, 
T = 19.000, Q = 8.0
FIG. 27. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 22, 
T = 19.125, Q = 8.0
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FIG. 28. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 23, 
T = 19.250, Q = 8.0
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- Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 24, 
T = 19.375, Q = 8.0
FIG. 29.
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FIG. 30. - Histograms of distribution of particles over J, Q = 8.0
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FIG. 33. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 6.28, 
Q = 5.0
6G
FIG. 34. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 9.37 
Q = 5.0
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- Results of N-body integrations, T = 
Q = 5.0
FIG. 35. 12.49,
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- Results of N-body integrations, T = 15.61, 
Q = 5.0
FIG. 36.
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FIG. 38. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 37 
T = 18.75, Q = 5.0
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- Results of N-body integration in the bar 
nucleus, T = 18.875, Q = 5.0
FIG. 39.
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FIG. 40. - Results of N-body integration in the bar 
nucleus, T = 19.000, 0 = 5.0
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FIG. 41. - Results of N-body integration in the bar 
nucleus, T = 19.125, 0 = 5.0
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- Results of N-body integration in the bar 
nucleus, T = 19.250, 0 = 5.0
FIG. 42.
77
- Results of N-body integration in the bar 
nucleus, T = 19.375, O = 5.0
FIG. 43.
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FIG. 44. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 39, 
T = 18.875, Q = 5.0
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FIG. 45. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 40, 
T = 19.000, Q = 5.0
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FIG. 46. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 41, 
T = 19.125, Q = 5.0
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FIG. 47. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 42, 
T = 19.250, Q = 5.0
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FIG. 48. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 43, 
T = 19.375, Q = 5.0
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FIG. 49. - Histograms of distribution of particles 
over J, 0 = 5.0
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F I G .  5 0 .  -  R e s u l t s  o f  N-Oody i n t e n r o t i o n s ,  T = 3 . 1 4 ,  O = 1 . 4
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FIG. 51. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 6.28, Q = 1.4
FIG. 52. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 9.37, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 53. Results of N-body integrations, T = 12.49, O = 1.4
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FIG. 54. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 15.61, 0 = 1.4
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. - Results of N-body integrations, T =FIG. 55 18.75, 0 = 1.4
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FIG. 56. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 55, 
T = 18.75, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 58. Results of N-body integrations, T = 25.13, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 59. Results of N-body integrations, T = 28.27, Q  = 1.4
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Results of N-body integrations, T =FIG. 60. 31.42, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 61. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 34.56, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 62. - Results of N-body integrations, T = 37.50 Q = 1.4
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- Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus 
T = 18.875, Q = 1.4
FIG. 63.
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FIG. 64. - Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus 
T = 19.000, Q = 1.4
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- Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus 
T = 19.125, Q = 1.4
FIG. 65.
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- Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus 
T = 19.250, Q = 1.4
FIG. 66.
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FIG. 67. - Results of N-body integrations in the bar nucleus 
T = 19.375, Q = 1.4
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- Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 63, 
T = 18.875, Q = 1.4
FIG. 68.
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- Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 64, 
T = 19.000, Q = 1.4
FIG. 69.
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FIG. 70. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 65, 
T = 19.125, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 71. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 66, 
T = 19.250, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 72. - Velocity diagram corresponding to Figure 67, 
T = 19.375, Q = 1.4
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FIG. 73. - Histograms of distribution of particles 
over J, 0 = 1.4
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FIG. 74. - NGC 1365
40-inch plate - Mt Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatory
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FIG. 75. - NGC 1365 - Nuclear Region
40-inch plate — Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatory
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FIG. 76. - NGC 613
40-inch plate - Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatory
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FIG. 77. - NGC 1097
40-inch plate - Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatory
